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Abstract—Trust and reputation systems play an important role
in collaborative operations in mobile ad hoc networks. However,
the security of trust and reputation system itself is threatened
by the existence of selfish nodes. Selfish nodes can make passive
attacks on the foundational process of trust and reputation sys-
tem, the recommendation acquisition, through non cooperation
of packet forwarding and recommendation rendering. Existing
trust and reputation systems commonly suffer from vulnerability
caused by the failure of recommendation acquisition which refers
to the unsuccessful recommendation information obtaining from
one node to another node. A credit-based mechanism is proposed
to address this problem by offering credits as incentives to
both intermediate nodes and recommendation render nodes.
Furthermore, competition between selfish nodes is explored to
prevent selfish nodes being paid excessive credits. Simulation
results show that the proposed mechanism can effectively improve
the success rate of recommendation acquisition and lower the
total paid payoffs.

Keywords-incentive mechanism; trust and reputation
system; selfish attack; game theory

I. INTRODUCTION

In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), there is no priori
common knowledge and relationships between nodes. Trust
and reputation systems play a vital role in establishing the
relationship between nodes which is the foundation of various
operations such as service provision, access control and other
collaboration in an open environment [1].

The proper function of trust and reputation systems heavily
depends on the success of recommendation acquisition which
represents the procedure for one node getting recommendation
information from another node. The success rate of recom-
mendation acquisition will determine the quantity of available
information which influences the accuracy of the calculated
trust value. A recommendation acquisition process includes
three sub-processes: the delivery of the recommendation re-
quest packet from the requestor to the responder, the rendering
of the recommendation information by the recommender and
the reversed delivery of the recommendation packet. The
recommendation acquisition can only be achieved when all
the sub-processes are successfully completed. In many existing

trust and reputation systems in MANETs, it is assumed that
the recommendation acquisition will be successfully achieved.
However, this success is threatened by the existence of self-
ish nodes in two ways. First, since forwarding packets will
consume already limited resources, selfish intermediate nodes
are reluctant to relay others’ packets. The non cooperative
operation of any of the forwarders will lead to the complete
failure. Besides, it may not be in a node’s best interest to
reply the recommendation acquisition request because of the
resource consumption caused by cooperation. In other words,
recommendation is a special kind of information and not free
from the view of selfish nodes [2]. The ‘selfish attack’ caused
by these two problems affect the likelihood of recommendation
acquisition being achieved. Hence it is critical to design a
mechanism to incentivize the cooperation of selfish nodes
and enforce the successful recommendation acquisition to
guarantee the functionality of trust and reputation systems in
MANETs.

MANETs generally adopt a peer-to-peer architecture in
which the nodes themselves provide routing and services to
the networks [3]. Each node in a MANET has different roles
and carries out different functions. From the view of the
routing and network layer one node can forward traffic and
from the view of application layer, one node can provide
service such as rendering recommendation information. Hence
multiple incentives on both routing layer and application layer
for one node are necessary for recommendation acquisition.

Based on the consideration above, in this paper we propose a
credit-based incentive mechanism for recommendation acqui-
sition in MANETs. The scheme incentivizes both intermediate
nodes to forward packets and server node to render recom-
mendation. Our incentive mechanism can be incorporated into
the existing trust and reputation systems in MANETs and
stimulates nodes to provide reliable and as much reputation
information as they can.

In our incentive mechanism, both asking prices requested by
cooperators (i.e., the intermediate nodes and recommendation
rendering nodes) and buying prices given by recommendation
requestor are considered. We first study the situation where the
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payoff paid to the selfish nodes equals to its operation cost.
That is, only buying prices (i.e., payoffs as incentives) exists.
A non cooperative game, the Recommendation Acquisition
Game, is used to study the condition of buying prices for
cooperation. Based on the conclusion drawn from the former
game, we further exam the situation where there are ‘greedy’
selfish nodes which will earn as many credits as they can. That
is, the asing prices should be considered besides the buying
prices. To prevent such excessive payoffs, the Competition and
Selection Game which is a cooperative game is utilized to
study how the the requestor takes advantage of the competition
between selfish nodes to minimize the total paid credits.

The rest of the paper is structured in the following way:
Section 2 describes the selfish node model. Section 3 and
4 discuss the buying prices and the asking prices using two
game theory models. The credit-based incentive mechanism
and simulation results are given in Section 5. Related work is
discussed in Section 6 and Section 7 draws conclusions from
this work.

II. THE SELFISH NODE MODEL

Selfish nodes will drop a packet rather than take the coop-
erative action mainly due to the resource consumption caused
by the cooperation. In this paper, selfish nodes are modeled
as those who decide whether to cooperate or not according
to their remaining energy, denoted by x. When selfish nodes
do not receive any credits as incentives, they are said to be in
selfish mode. If the remaining energy x is more than the upper
bound η, no packets will be dropped. Packets will be dropped
with probability p(x) when x is between the upper bound η
and lower bound μ. When x is less than the lower bound , all
packets will be dropped.

p(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 η < x ≤ 1
2 − eln2 x−μ

η−μ μ ≤ x ≤ η
1 0 ≤ x < μ

(1)

Selfish nodes can be incentivized by giving them credits
when their remaining energy is between the upper bound and
lower bound. When the credits one selfish node received are
enough for them, the selfish node is made in cooperation
with the others nodes, that is, p(x) = 0, μ ≤ x ≤ η.
In this situation nodes are said to be in incentive mode.
A selfish node requires an asking price to collaborate with
others. A recommendation requestor pays a buying price for
others’ cooperation to achieve recommendation acquisition.
Moreover, the only purpose of each node is to earn credits
by conditional cooperation and then obtain recommendations
from other nodes by paying cooperative nodes enough credits.

Since in this paper we only focus on the passive attacks
caused by selfish nodes. We assume the selfish nodes will
follow the proposed scheme and provide truthful feedbacks.
In other words, we only consider the selfish nodes rather than
malicious nodes.

In next section, we will discuss the buying price conditions
under which selfish nodes will cooperate with each other and
complete the whole acquisition process.

III. THE RECOMMENDATION ACQUISITION GAME

We model the whole process of recommendation acquisition
as a Recommendation Acquisition Game (RAG) which is a
non cooperative game. There are three kinds of nodes: client
nodes (C node), intermediate nodes (I node) and server nodes
(S node). C node is the recommendation requestor and S node
is the recommendation rendering node. There is only one C
node and one S node in one acquisition game but several I
nodes. The process of RAG is shown is Fig. 1 in which there
are n I nodes and Ii represents the ith intermediate node.

The credits are stored in the request and response packets.
If a selfish cooperative node finds there are more credits left in
the packet than the cooperation cost, it will take the credits and
perform the corresponding action. We assume that the route
from the C node to the S node and the reverse are the same
and remain unchanged during the acquisition process.

In RAG, a C node can decide to submit a request (R) or to
quit (Q). For an I node, it can choose to forward the packet
(F ) or to drop that packet (D). An S node may give feedback
(R) or duck down (D,which means not to render feedback).
The cost of making request, forwarding packet and rendering
recommendation are positive numbers and denoted as Creq ,
Cfw and Crcd respectively. I node and S node receive the
credits RI and Rrcd respectively which are the buying prices
given by the C node. Brcd is used to denote the benefit of
obtaining a recommendation for the C node.

In this section, we consider the situation where there are
no asking prices requested by the cooperative nodes. In other
words, selfish nodes will cooperate if the received credits are
more than the cooperation cost. For any intermediate node
Ii, i = 1, . . . , n, its strategies are F and D. F is the dominant
strategy(i.e., the best strategy among a multitude of options) if

RIi
> Cfw, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (2)

And R is the dominant strategy for the S node if Rrcd > Crcd.
For C node, R is its dominant strategy only when Brcd −
Creq − R > 0 in which R =

∑n
i=1 RIi

+ Rrcd. In reputation

1

n

n

1

Fig. 1. The process of the Recommendation Acquisition Game
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systems, we assume that the value of Brcd is always more
than Creq +R, i.e., the value of the available recommendation
service is more than the paid credits.

So cooperation is Nash equilibrium(i.e., no node can gain
more credits by changing only his own strategy unilaterally)
in the RAG if

RIi
> 2Cfw and Rrcd > Crcd, i = 1, . . . , n. (3)

Therefore if the credits paid to cooperators satisfies the con-
dition (3), a successful recommendation acquisition will be
achieved.

IV. THE COMPETITION AND SELECTION GAME

In this section, we study how a C node determines the
buying prices when there exist asking prices requested by the
cooperative nodes. That is, cooperators become greedy and
are willing to earn as many credits as they can rather than
only more than the cooperation cost. To prevent the excessive
payoffs, we consider the situation where there are several
routes between the C node and the S node. The C node will
select the appropriate I nodes and S node to form a route and
use the competition between different coalitions to minimize
the total credits paid to the cooperative nodes. This process
is modeled as a cooperative game, named Competition and
Selection Game (CSG).

In the following we first introduce some basic concepts
about the cooperative game. [4][5]

Definition 1. Let N = {C,S, I1, I2, . . . , In} be the set of all
players. Any non-empty subset of N (including N itself and
one-element subsets) is called a coalition. A characteristic
function is a function v from coalition S to R. The gain
surplus is the difference between the coalition gain v(S)
and the sum of the gain of each node in S acting alone. A
cooperative game is given by pair (N, v), where v means the
gain surplus gained by the coalition and satisfies the following
conditions:

(1) v(∅) = 0.
(2) Super-additivity: if coalitions S and T , S ∩ T = ∅ ,

then v(S + T ) ≥ v(S) + v(T ).

In the CSG, there is no surplus for each single coalition.
Only the coalition whose members can achieve a recom-
mendation acquisition will generate surplus. In the example
showed in Fig. 2, v({S}) = 0 ,v({C,S, I1}) = 0 and
v({C, I1, I3, I4, S}) = Brcd − Creq − Crcd − 3 × 2Cfw .

Definition 2. An imputation for a cooperative game (N, v)
is a payoff vector U = (Uc, Us, UI1 , . . . , UIn

) satisfying
(i)

∑
i∈N Ui = v(N), (ii)Ui ≥ v({i}). Condition (i) states

group efficiency, i.e., the payoff vector exactly splits the total
value and condition (ii) states individual rationality, i.e., the
node can obtain the benefit no less than acting alone.

In the CSG, we name the coalition whose members can form
a relay route from the C node to the S node a relay coalition.
The relay coalition includes the C node, S node, the common
path I nodes such as I1 and non common path I nodes such

1

2

3 4

Fig. 2. The competition example in the Competition and Selection Game

as I2, I3. The imputations under which relay coalition exits
are named relay imputations. In one relay imputation,

UC = Brcd − Creq − Rrcd −
n∑

i=1

RIi

= Brcd − Creq − βCrcd − 2Cfw

n∑
i=1

αi. (4)

US = Rrcd − Crcd = (β − 1)Crcd. (5)

UIi
= RIi

− 2Cfw = (αi − 1)2Cfw. (6)

where αi = RIi
/2Cfw is the credit-cost radio of the credits

received from the C node, that is, buying price, to the cost of
forwarding packet, and β = Rrcd/Crcd is the credit-cost ratio
of the credits received from the C node, i.e.,buying price, to
the recommendation rendering cost.

αi and β are named Buying Price Ratio (BPR) given by
the node C. α̃i and β̃ are used to denote Asking Price Ratio
(APR) requested by nodes I and S. The purpose of I and S
nodes is to obtain the maximum α̃i and β̃ to maximize theirs
own credits. When there is only one relay route from node C
to node S, the node C has no choice and has to pay the credits
the other nodes request, so αi = α̃i and β = β̃ . We can then
get the below corollary.

Corollary 1. The necessary condition of a relay coalition exits
is αi ≥ 1 for all I nodes and β ≥ 1 for the S node in this
coalition.

Corollary 1 corresponds to the condition (3) and guarantees
the enforcement of the cooperation.

When at least two relay routes exist, there is the competition
between these coalitions and one of them will be selected.
Note that when there is enough energy left, each node would
like to be the number of the selected coalition and earn
credits. Due to the competition, selfish nodes have to reduce
their APRs and paid less credits to get the change to be
selected. To make it easy to understand, consider a similar
situation where there are more employees than needed in the
job fare. The employer will only choose those who ask for the
lowest salaries. But how low will the credits go regarding to
the cooperation condition (3) and how that coalition will be
selected? We use the concept core to address this problem.

Definition 3. Let x and y be two imputations, and let S be a
coalition. We say x dominates y through S if (i) xi > yi for
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all i ∈ S , (ii)
∑

i∈S xi ≤ v(S). Condition (i) states that the
members S of all prefer x to y ; condition (ii) states that they
are capable of obtaining what x gives them.

Definition 4. The set C of all undominated imputations for a
game (N, v) is called the core, i.e.,

C = {U :
∑
i∈N

Ui = v(N),
∑
i∈N

Ui ≥ v(S),∀S ∈ N} (7)

The core is the set of imputation under which no coalition
has a greater value than the sum of its members’ payoffs. The
core contains all stable imputations and the imputations not
in the core are unstable. For a unstable imputation y, some
members will have incentive to leave the grand coalition (the
whole group) , form a coalition S and receive a larger payoff
under another imputation x which dominates y through S .

Assume there exists m relay imputations in the CSG. We
denote the payoff of the C node, S node and Ii node in the
imputation vector by Uk

C ,Uk
S , Uk

Ii
, k = 1, . . . , m respectively.

Let Ik and Ik′ represent the common path I nodes and the
non common path I nodes in the corresponding coalition. Let
αk

i and αk
i
′

represent the corresponding BPR respectively.
Then

Uk
C = Brcd − Creq − βCrcd

− 2Cfw

p∑
i=1

αk
i − 2Cfw

q∑
j=1

αk
i

′ (8)

where p, q is the number of Ik and Ik′ nodes.
Note that CSG is not a constant-sum game [4]. According

to (4)(5)(6), the total surplus gained by the relay coalition is

vk(N) = Brcd − Creq − Crcd − n × 2Cfw (9)

The total surplus gained by the coalition will obtained by the
C node in the form of obtaining the recommendation. The C
node distributes the total surplus to other nodes in the coalition
in the form of paying them buying prices.

Theorem 1. The core of CSG is not empty if there exists at
least one relay coalition. The imputations in the core are those
under which the coalition will form the shortest relay route.

Proof: Since only the relay coalition yields surplus we
only consider the relay imputations which are possible to be
undominated. If there is only one relay coalition, then the
corresponding relay imputation is in the core. Consider there
are m relay coalitions. Note that the C node, the S node
and common path I nodes are in every relay coalition and
a non common path I node can earn credits only when it is
in the selected relay coalition. Hence the non common path
I nodes will have to give up some credits to the other nodes
in the coalition to make sure it can be chosen as a member
of the selected relay coalition. Furthermore, according to (8)
the payoff of C node is influenced by the ratios of non-
common path I nodes. Hence the relay imputation is stable
and undominated if the C node has no incentive to leave the
coalition. Assume the kth route is the shortest relay route

which contains the minimum number of Ik′ nodes and the
minimum number of I nodes. Then the coalition will get the
maximum total surplus vk

N according to (9). Given that αi
′ ≥ 1

for a relay coalition, all the nodes on the shortest relay route
can achieve minimum

∑q
i=1 αk

i
′
. Therefore, according to (8),

the C node will get more payoff comparing to forming a
coalition with other I l(l �= k) nodes. Therefore the C node has
no incentive to leave the shortest relay coalition corresponding
to the shortest relay route. Then the imputations reflecting the
payoff distribution under this condition consist of the core.

If there exist two shortest relay routes k1, k2, considering
the BPRs for any Ik1

i

′
node in the k1 route and any Ik2

j

′
in

the k2 route, we have

αk1
i

′
= αk2

j

′
= 1 (10)

The C node will choose one of these two routes randomly
and pay the corresponding credits.

If there exists only one shortest relay route k and let s be
the second shortest relay route, for any Is

j
′ in the s route,

αs
j
′ = 1 . For any Ik

i
′

in the k route, we have

αk
i

′
= v/u (11)

where u is the number of Ik
i
′

nodes and v is the number of
Is
j
′ nodes. The C node gives the equal buying prices to the

Ik
i
′

nodes because of the equality of each node’s marginal
contribution.

Conditions (10) and (11) are the maximum APR the I ′

nodes can request considering the competition with other
coaltions. The BPR given to the common path I nodes and S
node are the APR they asked. In this situation, C node spends
the least credits to succeed in finishing a recommendation
acquisition.

The C node can only reduce the credits paid to the nodes
which are non common path I nodes. However, these nodes
may become common path I nodes or S nodes in other
recommendation acquisitions and the C node will have to bear
the high credits paid to them then. To avoid this, C node will
pay some extra credits to incentivize the I ′ nodes to decrease
their APRs so that it will face lower APRs later. Here we
simple assume the I’ nodes will decrease their own APRs by
θ (0 < θ < 1) when receive θ extra credits.

V. SIMULATION

In this section, we first describe the whole process of
the credit-based incentive mechanism for recommendation
acquisition. The pseudo-code of the incentive mechanism is
given in Fig. 3. Note that our incentive mechanism needs the
support from multipath routing protocols.

We evaluate the performance of credit-based incentive
mechanism for the recommendation acquisition. The MANETs
are simulated in JIST/SWANS [6]. The field is an area of
3000m × 3000m and contains 40 nodes. We choose this setting
to generate the competition between different relay coalitions.
Only multihop recommendation requests are allowed to made
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C node:
generate-recommendation-query:
Get routes to the S node by the multipath routing
protocol
If there are at least two routes

Find out the common and non common path I nodes
Set BPRs for non common path I nodes according to
(10)(11)
Set BPRs for common path I nodes and S node to their
APRs
If there are local APR records

Use local APR records as BPRs
Else

Use default BPR
Calculate the total credits need to pay for this request
If the C node has enough credits to pay this packet {

Add BPR info and credits into the request packet
Add extra credits to incentivize the I’ to decrease

their APR
Send the request packet via the shortest route

}
not-receive-the-recommendation-response-in-the-given-time:
If there are any other routes{

Select the second shortest route
Recalculate and determine the BPR sets
Send the request packet via this route

}
receive-recommendation-response:
Get the recommendation information
Update local BPR records of other nodes according to the
info contained in the response packet
Update C’s current APR to the average of the used BPR of
I and S nodes in this recommendation acquisition

I node:
receive-recommendation-query/response:
Get the BPR given by the C node in the packet
If there are enough credits in the packet{

Get the credits according to the BPR
Update local APR records of other nodes’ ratio in this

packet
If there are extra incentive credits in the packet{

Get the extra credits
Decrease I’s current own APR by θ

} Add I’s current own APR information into the packet
Forward the packet

} Else Drop the packet

S node:
receive-recommendation-query:
Get the BPR given by the C node in the packet
If there are enough credits in the packet{

Get the credits according to the BPR
Initialize a recommendation response packet
Add all APR information from the request packet into

the response packet
Add S’s current own APR information into the packet
Update local records of other nodes’ APRs
Send the packet back to the C node via the same route

} Else Drop the packet

Fig. 3. Pseudo-code for Credit based Incentive mechanism

in the simulation. The random waypoint model with a min-
imum speed of 2m/s and maximum of 10m/s is used for
mobility. The DSR is used as the routing protocol and is
modified to find more than two routes when a request packet
is generated so that the C node can set the appropriate BPR
for I and S nodes. Energy model is implemented according to
the model proposed in [7].

First, we evaluate the effectiveness of the incentive mecha-
nism by comparing the success rate of recommendation acqui-
sition between the selfish mode and the incentive mode. Fig. 4
plots the average success rate of recommendation acquisition.
In this simulation, μ = 0.1 and η = 0.8. At the end of the
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simulation, at least 80% of the nodes have used more than
90% of their energy. As depicted in Fig. 4, at the beginning
recommendation acquisitions are 100% successfully achieved.
Then the success rate drops dramatically in the selfish mode
due to the non coopration of I nodes and S nodes. In the
incentive mode, the rate declines because the energy levels of
some I nodes and S nodes reach the lower bound so that they
choose not to cooperate. Experiment shows that the success
rate is improved by approximately 15%-30% as a consequence
of the use of the incentve mechanism.

We next evaluate how the APR evolves as more cooperation
occurs. In the simulation, the initial APR and default BPR are
set to 90 and 2.0 respectively for each node. The non common
path I nodes will decrease the APR by θ = 0.1 if they receive
extra credits. From the results shown in the Fig. 5 we can see
that the average APR drops dramatically at the beginning and
gradually approaches the number 1.0 which means the asking
price is equal to the real cost of the cooperation.
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VI. RELATED WORK

There are mainly three basic classes incentive mechanisms
existing in MANETs: credit-based [8][9], reputation-based and
game theoretic mechanisms [10][11]. For credit-based incen-
tive mechanism, a stimulation approach based on a virtual
currency is proposed in [8]. However, this approach does
not address the full cooperation of both intermediate nodes
and service provider nodes. In [9], a utility-based incentive
scheme for P2P file sharing is proposed to provide incentives
to intermediate peers as well as the service provider. But the
asking price query process will lead to considerable overhead
energy consumption. For game-theoretic incentive mechanism,
in [10], it is proved that the cooperation condition, without
the incentive mechanism, is virtually never satisfied from
the perspective of non cooperative game theory. So credits
are employed as incentives in our approach. Besides, our
work is inspired by [11], which shows that cooperative game
theory can be used to analyze the stability and competition of
collaborative application such as cooperative transmission.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Recommendation acquisition which is the foundational pro-
cess of trust and reputation system in MANETs is threat-
ened by the passive attacks carried out by the selfish nodes.
To address this problem, we have proposed a credit-based
incentive mechanism to stimulate the cooperation of both
intermediate nodes and the recommendation rendering nodes
so that the recommendation acquisition can be successfully ac-
complished. A non cooperative game called Recommendation
Acquisition Game is used to analyze the condition in which
selfish nodes will cooperate with each other. An cooperative
game called Competition and Selection Game studys how
the C node chooses the cooperators and lower the total paid
credits. Simulation results show that our incentive mechanism
can effectively increase the success rate of recommendation
acquisition by about 15%-30% and decrease the asking prices
of the cooperators.

In future, we are going to incorporate our incentive mech-
anism into a real reputation system in MANETs and study
how this mechanism can actually affect the precise of trust
value. Besides, the relationship between the APR decreasing
rate θ and the amount of received extra credits needs further
investigation.
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